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TENSESTENSESTENSESTENSES    

PRESENT INDEFINITE TENSE / SIMPLE TENSEPRESENT INDEFINITE TENSE / SIMPLE TENSEPRESENT INDEFINITE TENSE / SIMPLE TENSEPRESENT INDEFINITE TENSE / SIMPLE TENSE    

�ن ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� 
ں  :     ��� �� 
ں� ��  � ��� �� �� ��  ����  

Subject Verb 

 

1st / 2nd person 
 

No s/es 

3rd person 
 

s/es 

 

Do/Does/Did 1st form 
Has/Have/Had 3rd form 

 
Do/Did 1st / 2nd person 

Does 3rd person 
 

Shall I, we 
Will He, she, it, they, you 

 

Is I 
Am He, she, it 
Are We, you, they 

 

Verb always plural Add s/es to make it singular 
Noun always singular Add s/es to make it plural 

 

Verb must agree with the subject in number, person, and thing. 

PAST INDEFINITE PAST INDEFINITE PAST INDEFINITE PAST INDEFINITE TENSETENSETENSETENSE    

�ن ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ���  ا ىے   :    ��

Subject + 2nd form of verb 
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FUTURE INDEFINITE TENSEFUTURE INDEFINITE TENSEFUTURE INDEFINITE TENSEFUTURE INDEFINITE TENSE    

�ن ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� ��     :  �� ��  �� 

Shall I, we 1st form of verb 
Will With all others 1st form of verb 

 

Order/advice   ������ ��     !"ð     = must  

Present indefinite �� 
� �$� 
 &�م �� '( 
Future indefinite �� 
� � ��)  * 
 &�م �' '( 

 

�زت +�  /� ا.' � 01ö &�م  �� �Š4ö ال
6 �ٔ�89  could :�� ��
 ا=>*;�ل �

PRESENT CONTINUOUS TENSE/ PROGRESSIVEPRESENT CONTINUOUS TENSE/ PROGRESSIVEPRESENT CONTINUOUS TENSE/ PROGRESSIVEPRESENT CONTINUOUS TENSE/ PROGRESSIVE    

�ن ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� ��     :  :�  ر�� �
 ر<0 ����   ر�� �� ر�� �
ں ر�� ���

 @ABC @ABC @ABC @ABC    :   :

 ر�� �� 0D 'Eم ا�& 
 '(  

Subject + is/am/are + verb + ing (1st form) 

    

PASTPASTPASTPAST    CONTINUOUS TENSECONTINUOUS TENSECONTINUOUS TENSECONTINUOUS TENSE    

�ن ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� �� :   �FG ر�� 0DG ر�� �HG ر��:  

 @ABC @ABC @ABC @ABC :   �� ر�� 
� � ���I اور اب �HG رى� '. � ��) 0L�) م�& 
 '(:  

I/ he/ she Subject + was + verb + ing ( 1st form) 
You/we/they Subject + were + verb + ing ( 1st form) 
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FUTURE CONTINUOUS TENSEFUTURE CONTINUOUS TENSEFUTURE CONTINUOUS TENSEFUTURE CONTINUOUS TENSE    

�ن ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ���   ا ىے   : ��

I/ we Subject + shall be + verb + ing ( 1st form) 
You/she/he/it/they Subject + will be + verb + ing ( 1st form) 

 

PRESENT CONTINUOUS TENSE/ PROGRESSIVEPRESENT CONTINUOUS TENSE/ PROGRESSIVEPRESENT CONTINUOUS TENSE/ PROGRESSIVEPRESENT CONTINUOUS TENSE/ PROGRESSIVE    

�ن ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ���  ر�� �
 ر<0 �
ن:   :    ���  ر�� �� ر�� �
ن ر�����

Subject + is/am/are + verb + ing (1st form) 
 

PAST CONTINUOUS TENSEPAST CONTINUOUS TENSEPAST CONTINUOUS TENSEPAST CONTINUOUS TENSE    

�ن ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� ��    :   �HG ر�� �FG 0:ر��DG 0>ر  

I/he/she + was + verb (1st form) + ing 
You/we/they + were + verb (1st form) + ing 

FUTURE CONTINUOUS TENSEFUTURE CONTINUOUS TENSEFUTURE CONTINUOUS TENSEFUTURE CONTINUOUS TENSE    

�ن ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� ��    :   �� 
ر�� � :��   ر���
ن �� ر<0 �
ن 

I/we + will be + verb (1st form) + ing 
You/he/she/it/they + shall be + verb (1st form) + ing 

PRESEPRESEPRESEPRESENT PERFECT TENSENT PERFECT TENSENT PERFECT TENSENT PERFECT TENSE    

�ن ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� ��    :   � �M �ð �� �N �ð:�� � ��9 � ��� �O �ð � ��  

SINGULAR : He/she/it + has + verb ( 3rd form) 

PLURAL : You/they + have + verb ( 3rd form) 

PAST PERFECT TENSEPAST PERFECT TENSEPAST PERFECT TENSEPAST PERFECT TENSE    

�ن ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� ��    :    �M �ð �HG �N �ð0DG �O �ð �FG :�FG �ٔ�89  �HG � ��9  

Subject + had + verb ( 3rd form) 
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COMPOUND SENTENSE: 

Past perfect + past indefinite 

1st part + 2nd part 

FUTURE PERFECT TENSEFUTURE PERFECT TENSEFUTURE PERFECT TENSEFUTURE PERFECT TENSE    

�ن ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� ��    :   ��  
� �O �ð 
ن ��� �M �ð �� 
� �N �ð 9 �� 
� � �� �ٔ�89  
 ن �� � :  

I/we + shall have + verb ( 3rd form) 

With all other pronouns + will have + verb ( 3rd form) 

PRESEPRESEPRESEPRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS TENSENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS TENSENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS TENSENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS TENSE    

�ن ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� ��    :    ر<0 �
ن ��  �� ر<0 �� �� ر�� �
ن �� ر�� ��  

I/we/he/she/it + has been + verb ( 3
rd

 form) + ing + since/for 

You/they + have been + verb ( 3
rd

 form) + ing + since/for 

Since = starting time 

For = total period 

PASTPASTPASTPAST    PERFECT CONTINUOUS TENSEPERFECT CONTINUOUS TENSEPERFECT CONTINUOUS TENSEPERFECT CONTINUOUS TENSE    

�ن ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� ��    :   �HG ر<0�� ر�� ��   0DG �FG ر�� ��:  

Subject + had been + verb ( 3rd form) + ing + since/for 

FUTURE PERFECT CONTINUOUS TENSEFUTURE PERFECT CONTINUOUS TENSEFUTURE PERFECT CONTINUOUS TENSEFUTURE PERFECT CONTINUOUS TENSE    

�ن ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� ��    :   �� 
�� ر<0�� ر�� �   ��  
�
ن �� �� ر�� �:  

�ن ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� �ن�� ��� ��    :   ��  
ر<0 ��� 
  ر�� �
ن ��: ر�� �

I/we/he/she/it + shall have been + verb ( 3rd form) + ing + since/for 

You/they + will have been + verb ( 3rd form) + ing + since/for 
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ACTIVE PASSIVE VOICEACTIVE PASSIVE VOICEACTIVE PASSIVE VOICEACTIVE PASSIVE VOICE    RULESRULESRULESRULES    

 

Present indefinite tensePresent indefinite tensePresent indefinite tensePresent indefinite tense::::   O + is/am/are + 3
rd

 form + by + S  

Past indefinite tense:Past indefinite tense:Past indefinite tense:Past indefinite tense:   O + was/were + 3
rd

 form + by + S 

Future indefinite tense:Future indefinite tense:Future indefinite tense:Future indefinite tense:   O + will/shall + be + 3
rd

 form + by + S 

Present continuous tense:Present continuous tense:Present continuous tense:Present continuous tense:  O + is/am/are + being + 3
rd

 form + by + S 

Past continuous tense:Past continuous tense:Past continuous tense:Past continuous tense:   O + was/were + being + 3
rd

 form + by + S 

Future continuous tense:Future continuous tense:Future continuous tense:Future continuous tense:  NO CHANGE OF VOICE 

Present perfect tense:Present perfect tense:Present perfect tense:Present perfect tense:   O + has/have + been + 3
rd

 form + by + S 

Past perfect tense:Past perfect tense:Past perfect tense:Past perfect tense:    O + had + been + 3
rd

 form + by + S 

Future perfect tense:Future perfect tense:Future perfect tense:Future perfect tense:   O + will/shall have + 3
rd

 form + by + S 

Present perfect continuous tense:Present perfect continuous tense:Present perfect continuous tense:Present perfect continuous tense:  NO CHANGE OF VOICE 

Past perfect continuous tense:Past perfect continuous tense:Past perfect continuous tense:Past perfect continuous tense:  NO CHANGE OF VOICE 

Future perfect continuous tense:Future perfect continuous tense:Future perfect continuous tense:Future perfect continuous tense:  NO CHANGE OF VOICE 

 

CHANGE OF PRONOUNSCHANGE OF PRONOUNSCHANGE OF PRONOUNSCHANGE OF PRONOUNS 

I Am 
He Him 
She Her 
You You 
They Them 
We Us 
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DIRECT AND INDIRECT NARRATIONDIRECT AND INDIRECT NARRATIONDIRECT AND INDIRECT NARRATIONDIRECT AND INDIRECT NARRATION    

ASSERTIVE SCENTENSEASSERTIVE SCENTENSEASSERTIVE SCENTENSEASSERTIVE SCENTENSE 

Say Tell 
Said Told 
 

Always use TOLD in place of THAT. 

INTERROGATIVEINTERROGATIVEINTERROGATIVEINTERROGATIVE    SCENTENSESCENTENSESCENTENSESCENTENSE    

Say Ask 
Said Asked 
 

Always use IF in place of THAT. 
Do not use IF in case of sentence starting with W. Use WHAT, WHERE, HOW, WHEN. 
 

OPTATIVEOPTATIVEOPTATIVEOPTATIVE    SCENTENSESCENTENSESCENTENSESCENTENSE    

Said to change into If Pray Prayed 
Said to change into If Wish Wished 
Said to change into If Tamana Wished 
 

This sentence start with MAY or IF. 
Always use THAT. 

IMPERATIVEIMPERATIVEIMPERATIVEIMPERATIVE    SCENTENSESCENTENSESCENTENSESCENTENSE    

Said to change into If Order Ordered 
Said to change into If Request Requested 
Said to change into If Propose Proposed 
May Might 
 

Always use TO in place of THAT. 
Use FIRST FORM after TO. 

EXCLAMATORYEXCLAMATORYEXCLAMATORYEXCLAMATORY    SCENTENSESCENTENSESCENTENSESCENTENSE    

Hurrah! Exclaim with joy 
Alas! Exclaim with sorrow 
What! How! Exclaim with wonder 
Bravo! Exclaim with applauded 
 

Always use THAT after EXCLAIM WITH... 


